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Write it Right         
              

 

Issue:  Language in Contracts 

 

Introduction:   

 
Language is the single most important aspect of any contract.  
 
Well-written contract provisions clearly indicate all responsibilities and obligations of 

the parties to the contract and are enforceable. 
 
Conversely, contracts that are written badly cause confusion, may be unenforceable 
and often result in serious problems involving unsatisfactory or untimely deliverables.  
 
Guidance:  

  

ABBREVIATIONS  If the title is too long or cumbersome to repeat use the following format the 

first time the title is mentioned then use the abbreviated form thereafter. 

Substance Abuse Treatment Program, hereinafter “the Program” 

ACRONYMS When using the abbreviation for a term the first time, spell it out fully then 

put the acronym in parentheses. You can then use the acronym in the rest 

of the contract.  

Connecticut Department of Labor  (CTDOL) 

CAPITALIZATION Use capitalization consistently throughout the contract, especially for titles 

of staff, names of programs, names of agencies, etc. 

Program Manager, not program manager 

COMPLIANCE Whenever requiring that one thing in a contract must comply with another 

thing, please describe in sufficient detail: 

The Contractor shall comply with all applicable requirements of the Connecticut 

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) … 

CORRECTIONS If it is necessary to correct a contract after it has been signed by one or 

more parties, each correction must be initialled and dated by all parties OR 

in the alternative, you may prepare a new signature page to accompany a 

new original contract in which all the corrections have been made 

DEFINITITIONS It is often very helpful to have a  DEFINITIONS SECTION in any contract 

which contains a lot of ACRONYMS, terms of art, industry jargon, etc.  

Create a DEFINITIONS SECTION prior to the DESCRIPTION OF 

SERVICES and list all definitions in alphabetical order. 
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FORMAT 

 

(SEE ALSO: 

WRITE IT RIGHT  No. 2, 

3/13/07) 

Use standard outline format when organizing a contract. 

     I. ============= 

         A. ============== 

               1.  =============== 

                    a.  ================ 

                          i.  ==================== 

Do not use ‚bullets‛. Every section and subsection must be numbered. 

GRAMMAR Please pay attention to grammar rules: 

     Tenses must match throughout the contract 

     Pluralization and Possessive = s/es for plural, ‘s for possessive 

Proofread – sentences must make sense; fill in missing words. 

LISTS Use ‚including but not limited to‛ wherever warranted 

PAYMENTS Every contract MUST be required to adhere to the negotiated, agreed 

budget in every contract in which funding is involved.  

The total maximum payment must be clearly stated and include all 

expenses and subcontracts.  

Payment MUST be conditional upon DPH’s review and approval of the 

contractor’s invoices or other fiscal documentation such as expenditure 

reports or cash needs statements, compliance with the provisions of the 

contract and satisfactory and timely completion of all deliverables.  

PERSONNEL/ STAFF Describe fully and in detail the titles and roles of all personnel and staff 

issues in the contract.  

Identify all members of any groups mentioned. Identify the affiliation/s of 

each person, whether CTDOL’s or the Contractor’s.  

WIB’s Program Staff shall make all referrals under this contract to vendor’s 

Director of Program Services. Vendors Director of Program Services shall assign 

each such referred person to a member of WIBr’s Program Staff who shall in turn 

conduct in-take interviews and needs assessments for each referral. 

PROCESS Every step in the process required to achieve the deliverables of a contract 

must be cited in detail and in chronological order.  

The criteria for each step:  

WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?  

For example, you cannot have a contractor reporting on a survey unless you have 

first required the contractor to develop the survey tool, distribute it to survey 

participants, collect it then summarize and analyze the results.  

PUNCTUATION Apostrophe (‘) to create possessive 

Colon (:) as a symbol for “that is to say” 

Comma (,) to separate items in a list or phrases in a paragraph 

Parentheses () rare; to set off an explanatory phrase or comment within a 

sentence; more commonly, to cite an acronym (DPH) 

Quotation marks (‚   ‚) to set phrasing apart 

Semi-colon(;) as with comma, but to continue or complete a thought in a 

paragraph 
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REPORTS Be clear in what you mean by ‚report‛. State: 

       the TYPE of report, 

       desired content of the report, 

       whether the report is to be on a form the agency provides, 

       if drafts of reports are subject to review/approval by DPH, 

       due dates for reports. 

SERVICES Clearly describe all services to be provided in sufficient detail. 

        Analyze data.= what kind of dat ? what kind of analysis? 

        Hire staff =  whose staff? what staff? What will they do? 

Conduct training = Who will do it? For whom? For what purpose? How? 

Where? When?  

Each and every step of every process must be cited in the order in which 

they must occur. Use outline format to organize the steps for each 

process. Organize in chronological order. 

Clearly state each person’s role and who does what. 

           Whose Board of Directors? Whose staff? Who is on the Assessment Team? 

What does each person do?  

Clearly state relationships between persons and services. 

           Whose database? Whose form?  

SOURCE Clearly state the SOURCE of documents, regulations, statutes, guidelines, 

publications, reports, etc.  

Clearly distinguish and identify persons in a contract.  

            Whose registration packet?  

            Whose manual guidelines?  

            Whose program coordinator?  

STYLE and 

VOCABLULARY 

 

See also  

VOCABULARY  

later in this table 

Use words that best convey the concept concisely and accurately. 

Do not use RFP (Request for Proposal) provisions unless you have first 

thoroughly reviewed them and converted all provisions to contract terms 

and conditions. RFP language is a PROPOSAL, not a contract. RFPs are 

also often more conversational and loosely drafted than CONTRACTUAL.  

Use action-oriented language for contracts: 

            WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, HOW & HOW MUCH 

Convert vague language into clear contract provisions.  

 

 

 

SEE NEXT PAGE for TABLE with EXAMPLES of proper language choices. 
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RATHER THAN SAYING: SAY INSTEAD: 

Is designed to Shall 

Should include Shall include 

May include May include but is not limited to: 

Are anticipated to Shall be 

A variety of List actual examples 

No use of limiting factors such as 

numbers 

At least, 

not to exceed, 

a minimum of,  

a maximum of 

Ensure, Assure, Insure 

 

These terms are too vague for contracts. 

They do not say what is being done or 

how it’s to be done. Please avoid using 

these words in any contract.  

Shall, 

Confirm, 

Verify, 

Provide  

The context of your contract will guide 

you as to what replacement 

terminology to use. 

Endeavor to 

Attempt to 

Shall 

Facilitate 

This term is too vague for contracts.  

Instead, say exactly what you want the 

contractor to do. For instance: 

If the contractor is facilitating a 

conference, state if the contractor is 

selecting the venue, hiring speakers, 

designing an agenda, developing hand-

outs, performing pre- and post- 

evaluations, etc.  

Support 

This term is too vague for contracts.  

If the contractor is supporting 

CTDOL, state exactly what the 

contractor is providing- list the exact  

tasks and services 

Work with Collaborate with 
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TERMINOLOGY Be consistent in terms used and use the same terminology throughout the 

entire contract.  For example: 

      Services, deliverables, activities, component, program, project 

     Consumer, service recipient, client, population, patient, resident, participant 

     Department, DPH, agency, State 

     Unit, section, group, team, department 

TERMS OF ART When using any ‚term of art‛ or industry ‚jargon‛, do not assume that any 

term familiar to you is familiar to others, including a court of law.  

Use commonly understood terms as commonly defined.  

If you must use a term of art or industry jargon, use this format: 

     “cultural competency” which is defined as ________________. 

VOCABULARY Use the most descriptive but precise words in contracts. BE CLEAR.  

 

  

THE FOLLOWING TABLE HAS EXAMPLES BUT 

IS  NOT AN EXHAUSTIVELIST  OF ALL POSSIBILITIES. 

 

Address Achieve Access Accredit Accept 

Advertise Agree Accommodate Advise Achieve 

Advocate Analyze Administer Arrange Act 

Affect Assemble Appeal Assess Adhere 

Allow Categorize Calculate Audit Allocate 

Appropriate Clarify Collaborate Authorize Approve 

Assign Collect Complete  Buy 

Assist Commit Configure Continue Compare 

Change Comply Construct Contribute Conduct 

 Create Design Control Defer 

Compensate Decrease Document Coordinate Define 

Conclude Deliver Draft Create Determine 

Consult Distinguish Examine Decide Draft 

Contact Distribute Fill Delegate Educate 

Delete Finalize Legislate Develop Eliminate 

Dispute Grade Market Direct Finance 

Disseminate Hire Meet Evaluate Guide 

Employ Hold Model Fund Identify 

File  Incur Modify Implement Incorporate 

Find Initiate Obtain Insert Indicate 

Include Install Participate Maintain Introduce 

Increase Locate Perform Mediate License 

 Number Prevent Obligate Make 

Input Prepare Process Organize Measure 
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Intervene Preserve Program Post Note 

Measure Produce Rate Provide Pay 

Monitor Reimburse Request Publish Plan 

Obtain Report Review Purchase Present 

Pilot Restrict Satisfy Regulate Process 

Project Revise Seek  Remove Protect 

Purchase  Set Request Provide 

Recommend Secure Solicit Require Refer 

Remedy Share Subsidize Select Render 

Serve Show Summarize Select Schedule 

Staff Supervise Transition Subcontract Solve 

Submit Survey Use Target Study 

Summarize Terminate Utilize Transfer Upgrade 

Track Train  

  

 


